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This study examines whether image manipulations can be detected without the original
image present. The idea for the study was based on the premise that there is currently no
existing benchmark for determining if an image was manipulated. A case study analysis
approach was used to analyze data gathered in order to determine if noticeable
differences could be recognized between the original image and the altered images based
on the defmed tests. The researcher found that there are significant differences between
the test images and based on the defmed tests, there possibly exists criteria to defme an
altered image. The conclusions drawn from the findings suggest that there exists specific
tests that can indicate an altered image.
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1.1 Digital Image Forensics
Digital Image Forensics is currently an area of much discussion [10]. Digital
image forensics is the investigation of different methods of image altering and
modification and the determination of ways to identify these changes. According to [2],
the goal of digital image forensics is to determine the authenticity of an image. It can be
expanded to include how an image was tampered with in the past, aiid finding the original
image. Image forensics rely on the availability of the original, unmodified image to
compare for changes. Presently, there are many different ways an image can be modified.
If a user is properly equipped to recognize a modification, these misuse can possibly be
prevented. Digital images forensic techniques include the study of pattern analysis,
exposure of re-sampling within images, recognizing duplication of regions within images,
cloning, identifying a lack/presence of lighting manipulation, re-touching, and other
image adjustments [5,4]. As previously mentioned, many of the existing methods require
that both the original and altered image be available to recognize any modifications.
1.2 Altering, Tampering, and Manipulation
The terms altering, manipulating, and tampering all refer to ways an image can be
changed. There are many different ways to modify an image. There is re-sampling, which
includes scaling an image up or down, rotating on any axis or to any degree, or stretching
an image. Re-sampling often disrupts the original correlation in an image and there are
methods to detect a new correlation [1]. Retouching often involves erasing the pattern that
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naturally exists in an image’s color filter array (CFA) [5,4]. Retouching examples include
contrast adjustments, sharpening, blurring, smoothing, spot touch ups, etc. Another form
of digital doctoring is cloning. Cloning involves duplicating an existing region of an
image and pasting it elsewhere in the image. To intensify a scene involving a bombing
during the Lebanese-Israeli conflict, photographer Adnan Hajj duplicated regions
including a cloud of smoke within the image to expand the cloud [3]. Cloning and
duplication also can be used to remove people and things from an image. In [11], regions
of grassy area were used to remove a trashcan in one image and an entire person in
another. Manipulating lighting effects is another way that forgeries are created. By being
observant of where the shadows are placed, forgeries can be easily picked out. A shadow
can be easily added to disguise an addition to the image. Replacing or cutting things or
people out of pictures are done by splicing. A person or thing that was not originally in an
image could be added to replace something else. Quite often, one or more combinations
of these methods are used to create a digital forgery.
1.3 Applications
Digital image forensics has many different applications. Using the tools provided
by the different detection techniques, digital image forensics has the ability to minimize
the exploitation of images and videos globally. Specific known applications include use in
verifying evidence in law enforcement and verifying images within entertainment
mediums [11,5]. For example, questionable evidence can be verified by knowing the
methods used to obtain it. False images could have been previously exposed through the
use of the budding image forensic techniques, such as those cover images from
well-known magazines displayed in [5,3]. Early detection would have saved the
publications money as well as embarrassment. Image forgeries have been used in many
arenas, including politics, and catching these forgeries could have prevented many
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character assassinations from taking place and could have possibly changed the outcome
of the elections. Additional possible applications for digital image forensic techniques
include being aNe to detect fake identification cards with use in identity theft, and reduce
the presence of image and video exploitation cases. Using digital image forensics can help
reduce image and video exploitation cases by determining which images are real,
computer-generated or altered. The origin could possibly be determined by comparing the
images to other images, i.e. web images. These applications have viable standing and
support furthering research in this area. Using digital image forensics can impact many
areas of everyday life.
1.4 Overview
This document will cover several topics in relation to the exploration of Digital
Forensics. Covered topics include the background in Chapter 2 which will cover the
existing works in the field and the proposed preventive methods for forgeries. Following
that in Chapter 3 different image processing techniques are discussed. Image moments,
the Fourier Transform, and Principal Component Analysis are popular methods that reveal
important information about an image. Chapter 4 covers the methodology and approach to
the project, followed by the results of the experiment in Chapter 5. The analysis of the
results are in Chapter 6. Chapter 7 reveals the conclusion and Chapter 8 proposes future




The study of digital image forensics became popular within the last decade.
The prevalence of technical media to alter images has caused an overwhelming presence
of false images, primarily in the media. The existence of image forgeries and alterations
have been in existence for far longer. For example, the famous portrait of President
Abraham Lincoln was a forgery: it was the combination of Lincoln’s head and the body of
well-known Southern political figure John Calhoun [4]. It is easier and more likely to be
done now than before thanks to digital image processing software. Many renown
photographers have lost their jobs as of late because of images they have falsified for
publishing. Because there are budding techniques that can discover these forgeries, the
embarrassment caused by using such an image can be eradicated if they are used before
the image is published.
There are many methods of “doctoring”-altering and manipulating- that are
commonly being used. These tools often can change the intensity of a message in an
image, or change the meaning of the image altogether. By employing the use of the
different proposed techniques many of these methods that exist can lose their zeal and
may no longer be used. The use of these doctoring techniques prompts for a proven
method of image authentication. In subsequent sections, specific techniques of detection
and preventative methods for image forgeries are introduced.
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2.1 Existing Detection Techniques
There are currently several different techniques being tested to be used in digital
image forensics. The different methods are used to detect a single, specific form of
doctoring. Authors Farid and Popescu propose two methods for detecting forgeries: one
for re-sampling and another for detecting duplication within images. The re-sampling
detection method converts an image using three steps: up-sampling, interpolation, and
down-sampling [12]. Re-sampling produces correlations that occur periodically and the
up/down-sampling can display those correlation to identify that some form of re-sampling
has occurred [12]. This method does not reveal as much as other methods. The
duplication of regions can be detected through the use of a method produced by Popescu
and Farid. Ignoring noise and JPEG compression, this method uses PCA applied to small
image blocks and sorts them to compare for similarities [11]. This is a more common type
of altering. Luká~, Fridrich, and Goljan propose a method to detect forgeries based on the
pattern noise produced by the particular camera that the image was taken on. Digital
cameras produce pattern noise when generating an image [13]. Identify a presence or lack
of noise can be used to detect a forgery [13]. The pattern noise generated by camera
images is used to distinguish between natural camera images and computer generated
images in the method presented by Dehnie, Sencar and Memon. Once again, detecting if
there is noise at all permits the elimination of computer-generated images from the real
images [2]. Fridrich, Soukal, and Luká~ propose a method to detect duplication, referred
to as copy-move forgery in images. Copy-move forgeries produce correlations between
the original part of the image and the copied part. Picking up on those correlations can
detect a copy-move forgery [6]. This particular technique went further to test a real-life
case that does not have an original to test against. In a typical case, the image’s original
will not be known. All of these techniques promote detecting forgeries with the existence
of an original to test against.
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2.2 Steganography and Watermarking
Steganography is the class of authentication tools that protect the integrity of an
image. Steganography includes watermarking-fragile, semi-fragile and robust
watermarks, and self-embedding [8]. Steganographic tools help protect the image by
instiffing the ability to detect changes in an image. The changes are detected by checking
the watermark for a modification and determining if a change occurred with the
self-embedding method. The embedding methods include embedding check-sums in the
least significant bit, and embedding m-sequences in an image for tamper detection [71.
Use of watermarking and steganography as a preventive and alternative method for
image forgeries has been widely proposed. In [8], the author supports the use of
watermarks by providing four possible methods that this can be done. Using fragile and
semi-fragile watermarks can provide detection for tampering by observing changes or
disruptions in the watermark itself. The fragile watermark scheme cannot detect major
changes. It works by encrypting the seven most significant bits, hashing the result, and
inserting them into the least significant bits [8]. Semi-fragile watermarks are more robust
and less susceptible to changes from caused by modifying the pixels. It can be used to
detect more intricate changes like additions and removals [8]. A method proposed by the
author involves the use of a watermark in which the image is divided into blocks and the
watermark applied to each resulting block. This watermark is considered to be a robust
watermark and is used to detect that an image has been processed. Additionally, another
method is proposed to encompass both types of watermarking: the fragile watermark’s
ability to detect the specific location of a change and the semi-fragile/robust watermark’s
ability to detect intricate changes [8]. Another method currently being used is the practice
of embedding the image within itself, or self-embedding. Possible combination of
watermarking and digital image forensic techniques would ensure doctoring detection.
Use of those different watermarking techniques can be used to help prevent the altering
6




This chapter introduces several popular image processing techniques that
are currently being used to process information within an image. These techniques are
beneficial for determining many factors about an image. Discussed below are image
moments, the Fourier Transform, and Principal Component Analysis.
3.1 Image Moments
Moments used here refers to weighted averages of the intensities of pixels in an
image [15]. The moments equate to different, but very import statistical values. There are
many different types of moments that are used to measure different things about an image.
There are raw moments, central moments, scale invariant moments, and rotation invariant
moments [15]. Raw moments are important for getting simple image properties [15].
Examples of the values obtained using raw moments include the area of a binary image
and the centroid. Central moments are commonly used to extract data from images.
Unaffected by translation, central moments are important for obtaining information about
the orientation of the image [15, 9]. Scale invariant moments are not affected by scaling
and translation [15]. This is valuable for checking a set of images against the proposed
original [9]. This could be useful when used on sections of an image where splicing and
duplication have occurred. Rotation invariant moments promote the discovery of images
affected by either translation, scaling or rotation [15]. Using moments as an analysis tool
can be very instrumental. The moments provide insight into how images are changed and
key factors that help to identify a change.
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3.2 Fourier Transform
The Fourier Transform is a popular method used in image processing. The Fourier
Transform is used to transform the image into its sine and cosine components in the
frequency domain [5]. The results show the different frequencies of the image. The
Discrete Fourier Transform is an instance of the Fourier Transform that only takes a subset
of the frequencies that are significant enough to describe the spatial domain image [5].
The number of frequencies in the Fourier Transform directly corresponds to the total
number of pixels in the spatial image [5]. The magnitude of the Fourier Transform is the
part that contains most of the information about the spatial image, so it is very important
to keep. Both the phase and magnitude or real and imaginary components are needed to
reconstruct the original image [5]. The Fourier Transform can be used for analyzing the
geometric structure of the image [5]. This relies on the fact that the Fourier Transform is
based on the frequencies within the image which decompose into the sine and cosine
components of each frequencies. Important features in the transformed image include the
DC value, which is the image mean and the values corresponding to the most intense
frequencies in the image. The DC value is the strongest (meaning most intense) and
largest part of the image [5]. The image mean is based on the values in the pixel
distribution. The distribution of the values (white area) in the Fourier Transform show the
distribution of frequencies around the image. The low values are around the intersection
of x and y axis; the higher frequencies are further away [5]. The Fourier Transform, when
used on an image for analysis, can provide data for determining the frequency distribution.
It can be applied on a low scale to regions of an image to detect certain types of image
manipulation.
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3.3 Principal Component Analysis
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is a method for analysis used in many fields.
PCA is based upon applied linear analysis; it helps to simplify a set of data into groups
that can be understood and other valuable information can be further extracted. PCA is an
analysis method that does not have a clear definition of how it works on each set of data
[14]. The PCA method has the primary goal of establishing the most important basis to
express the existing data set without the burden of noise [14]. To get to that basis, a
preliminary (naive) basis is determined. With images, that basis can be tailored to the
problem, for instance, duplication. The PCA must be able to filter out unnecessary noise
to reveal the hidden structure of the image [14]. In images, PCA would be responsible, on
a low scale, for filtering the noise produced by the camera or that occurred during
generation [14]. After establishing the naive basis, the focus is redefined to express that
naive basis as a linear combination in order to display the data set. After converting the
basis to a linear expression, the three main problems in the data set are addressed. Noise,
redundancy, and rotation often cause additional issues within the data set [14]. Eliminating
these three issues helps the user achieve that goal because there will then exist a set of data
free from confusion [14]. The signal to noise ratio (SNR) of the data is taken to determine
if noise affects the data and a new basis must be taken based on the direction (rotation) of
which the variance and SNR. are greatest [14]. Redundancy is a problem because in this
case the data is repetitive and maps more than one value to a single value. It can be
eliminated by recording a single response to a location in order to better express the data
set [14]. The covariance matrix details whether a data set has high or low redundancy. A
major goal of PCA is to minimize redundancy via covariance and maximize the data’s
signal via variance. The PCA algorithm is commonly implemented using Eigenvectors.
The steps to implementing PCA are to linearize the data, eliminate noise, minimize
redundancy, and maximize the signal of the data to get a set of data to be analyzed. From
10




The goal for this project is to determine if there exists a set of testable
metrics that can declare that a particular image has been altered. There are methods that
exist currently to detect only certain types of altering; their restriction is that the original,
unaltered image must be present or available. The challenge is to identify whether these
metrics can be used alone to recognize an altered image without the original present.
In this experiment, it seemed best to test a variety of metrics and identify their
importance in each data set. As a form of control, the original image was modified and is
included in each test set. There are four test sets consisting of two indoor and two outdoor
images along with the eight modified images. The metrics were analyzed and various
combinations of the metrics were explored to determine if there is a way to detect altered
images from this group.
To begin, the four test images were acquired. Two of the images were portrait
shots against a solid colored background. The remaining two images were outdoor portrait
shots. The images were altered using The Gimp Photo Editing toolkit. Each image was
altered eight times and included blacking out half of the image, whiting out half of the
image, adding gradual black circles (small, medium, large), and adding either red, blue, or
green squares to the image. By performing a variety of alterations to the test images, a
better analysis of the importance and relevance of the selected metrics can be recognized.
After altering the images, a set of tests were developed that could reveal obvious
modifications. These tests include finding the average color value or mean of each layer,
finding the standard deviation, finding the variance, identifying the skewness, and
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obtaining the kurtosis of each image. Additionally, further sub-testing of the individual
images in the test sets were applied in hopes of revealing some form of altering. Tiling the
image into smaller images and taking the moments for each tile were also performed on
each test set to see if altering could be detected. Lastly, identifying differences in the
gradient histogram of the image was performed to look for altering. The average color
value of the image layer should reveal how light or dark the image is, as well as roughly
how much of a color range is in that image. If a foreign object was added, the distribution
of the colors will affect the overall color value. The standard deviation and variance reveal
how much the actual pixels tend to vary from the average color. This can indicate altering
if the standard deviation/variance is very high or very low. The variance curve is based on
the Gaussian distribution and how sharp the curve may or may not be. Identifying
differences in the skewness and kurtosis of an image can reveal if an image was altered by
re-sampling—rotating, scaling, etc. The skewness refers to the distribution of the pixels. If
a value is skewed to the right, i.e. positive or skewed to the left, i.e. negative, it can
indicate how the intensity of light and dark pixels. The kurtosis reveals the peakedness of
the distribution; it can show whether are many different peaks in the distribution of pixels
in the image. The image tiling tests are to identify whether a portion of a particular image
was copied and repasted or whether the values in that image are close in value or
drastically different. If the values are very different it is possible that something may have
been added to the image. If the values are very close or exactly the same it is possible that
a part of the image was duplicated. Lastly, the image gradient test is synonymous to a low
level edge detection. Using this test can reveal additions and duplications. The added
region will appear solid with a change in color around it where the pixels change back to
the original. This test displays the result of the comparison along with a histogram of the
distribution. If the histogram shows sharp increases where there should not be an increase,




This chapter includes the data from all conducted tests. First are the images
that were tested followed by the results of Analyzeimg.m. Next, the results and graphs
from the Tileimg.m test. Lastly, the histograms from the gradient tests as well as the




Figure 5.1: Original image CIMGOO5 1 and altered images, CIMGOO5 1 black out half,white











Figure 5.2: Medium circle, large circle, red square, and blue square altered images.
Figure 5.3: Green Square image of CIMGOO51 and originals CIMGOO52, CIMGOO53, and
CIMGOO54
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Image Mean-Li Mean-L2 Mean-L3 Std. Dev. Variance Skewness Kurtosis
Original 170.900905 167.147865 152.171882 53.155338 2825.490003 -1.799264 4.756703
Half Black Out 80.5079850 78.4722950 71.2394920 86.733398 7522.682405 0.368219 1.227379
Half White Out 218.133910 216.406406 208.651403 52.034266 2707.564878 -1.723887 6.520252
Small Circle 170.685417 166.933268 151.972373 53.401848 2851.757413 -1.792070 4.729320
Medium Circle 169.543757 165.796689 150.916172 54.721811 2994.476567 -1.754787 4.586535
Large Circle 157.920003 154.220866 140.15 1058 65.893696 4341.979227 -1.360090 3.199659
Red Square 173.461800 157.863040 144.378825 60.228467 3627.468203 -1.477195 3.820825
Blue Square 163.813255 157.863040 155.425710 59.246883 3510.193093 -1.468921 3.822387
Green Square 162.927640 166.299691 144.705104 57.713201 3330.813563 -1.541411 3.755539
Table 5.1: Results From Analyzeimg on CIMGOO51 set
Image Mean-Li Mean-L2 Mean-L3 StdDev Variance Skewness Kurtosis
Original 120.746781 73.479310 65.239681 59.586169 3550.511502 0.387513 1.592148
Half Black Out 57.699870 31.684655 27.979251 55.288545 3056.823164 1.326971 3.386525
Half White Out 190.734531 169.569762 165.048294 91.504282 8373.033680 -0.584353 1.704696
Small Circle 120.632217 73.431077 65.196976 59.625117 3555.154603 0.387670 1.593006
Medium Circle 118.861501 72.705120 64.560296 60.230982 3627.771227 0.389359 1.605387
Large Circle 111.220117 69.548473 61.946191 62.748949 3937.430562 0.408786 1.638267
Red Square 126.435960 70.901797 63.868545 64.086969 4107.139652 0.511506 1.986272
Blue Square 116.651976 70.901797 75.070498 63.685197 4055.804310 0.515443 2.001674
Green Square 115.753929 79.456875 64.199404 60.997565 3720.702979 0.389949 1.557035
Table 5.2: Results From Analyzeimg on CIMGOO52 set
Image Mean-Li Mean-L2 Mean-L3 StdDev Variance Skewness Kurtosis
Original 112.514225 103.815313 66.686891 66.771197 4458.392775 0.731628 2.511231
Half Black Out 57.734743 52.258392 34.620592 65.597197 4302.992279 1.323229 3.785665
Half White Out 182.279447 179.056885 159.566263 95.368691 9095.187274 -0.542404 1.554127
Small Circle 112.337542 103.651527 66.621426 66.886822 4473.847002 0.728690 2.507389
Medium Circle 111.095671 102.528548 65.967839 67.538025 4561.384773 0.716232 2.496634
Large Circle 108.139541 99.698906 63.814733 68.246811 4657.627162 0.723920 2.546884
Red Square 116.203132 101.950365 65.880231 68.502973 4692.657340 0.728961 2.497723
Blue Square 111.571911 101.950365 71.182643 68.300870 4665.008800 0.733796 2.507519
Green Square 111.146823 105.999886 66.036842 67.187356 4514.140757 0.716441 2.463075
Table 5.3: Results From Analyzeiing on CIMGOO53 set
Image Mean-Li Mean-L2 Mean-L3 StdDev Variance Skewness Kurtosis
Original 100.380550 102.628021 102.894577 58.232851 3391.064882 0.963087 3.533572
Half Black Out 51.232617 51.817373 50.612904 64.667853 4181.931163 1.245943 4.026666
Half White Out 176.647933 178.310648 179.781673 87.883824 7723.566483 -0.484501 1.550410
Small Circle 100.188939 102.484030 102.750023 58.351364 3404.881642 0.957703 3.528315
Medium Circle 99.216468 101.757793 102.100635 58.651903 3440.045779 0.946167 3.538092
Large Circle 94.733975 98.203949 98.666484 60.512668 3661.782991 0.891466 3.515358
Red Square 102.278151 99.997949 100.793226 60.127449 3615.3 10150 0.961417 3.502848
Blue Square 98.019557 99.997949 105.669007 59.893899 3587.279120 0.975911 3.523219
Green Square 97.628672 103.721647 100.937236 58.774739 3454.469911 0.963308 3.501581






Figure 5.4: These are the histograms of C]MGOO51 images. By looking at the pixel dis
tributions, one can easily note the changes indicated in the results of the Analyzeimg test.
For example, in the second graph, there is a peak at 0, indicating a large amount of black





Figure 5.5: This is the result of tiling on CIMGOO5lblackouthalf. Each tile produces the
mean, variance, skewness, and kurtosis. By comparing neighboring tiles, major changes in
value can be revealed.
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Figure 5.6: Results from the 1mg_Grad test on CIMGOO51 images. The graphs are the
histogram of the differences in the histogram. The scale is converted to the logarithmic
scale for easy viewing. The second image was the blackouthalf and is indicated by the high
differences in the histogram.
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Figure 5.7: Results from the 1mg_Grad test on C1MGOO51 images. The distribution for the
whitehaif has more peaks that indicate differences between the original and this histogram.
The differences are less obvious for the smailcircie histogram but there are peaks that do
not exist in the original.
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Figure 5.8: Results from the 1mg_Grad test on CIMGOO52 images. The mediumcircle





















Figure 5.9: Results from the 1mg_Grad test on C]MG0052 images. The histogram of the
large circle is steeper than that of the original. The large presence of black pixels changes
the distribution and skews it. The addition of the red square to the red background makes
little change so it does not have a noticeable effect on the histogram. However, it is more
easily seen in the image of the gradient.
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Figure 5.10: Results from the ImgGrad test on CIMGOO53 images. The histogram for the
bluesquare image is a little different from the original. However, it is more easily viewed
in the image of the gradient.






Figure 5.11: Results from the 1mg_Grad test on CIMGOO53 images. The histograms indi










Figure 5.12: Results from the 1mg_Grad test on CIMGOO54 images. The histogram for the























Figure 5.13: Results from the 1mg_Grad test on CIMGOO54 images. The histograms for
these altered images vary slightly from the original. The largecircle image histogram has
a steeper initial curve. The bluesquare image has a little more data at the end of the curve.
Both artifacts are viewable in the gradient images.
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In comparing CJM0005 1 to each of its modified counterparts, there are some
apparent differences in the values. For example, the mean tests for
CIMGOO5 lblackouthalf generate approximately 80.5, 78.5, and 71.2 for each of the
respective color channels whereas the same tests for the original image generate around
170.9, 167.5, and 152.2. The results for another altered image in that set,
CIMGOO5 lredsquare, does not differ much in its overall mean values from the original
except for a slight change in the red channel. However, its variance, skewness, and
kurtosis are all noticeably higher than that of the original with 3627.5, -1.48, and 3.82,
respectively.
In image CIMGOO52 data set, the differences are easier to observe with the
exception of CIMGOOS2smallcircle. ClMGO052whiteoutha]f differs from the original
with 190.7 for the red channel mean, 169.6 for the green channel’s mean and 165.0 for the
blue channel’s mean. The variance is 8373.0, the skewness is -0.584 and the kurtosis is
1.704696. The original has markedly lower values for the mean, variance, and kurtosis.
Less obvious are the differences in value for CIMGOO5 1 smallcircle. The addition of the
circle does not provide enough of a change in value to stand out. Adding the squares,
especially the blue and green squares, causes the values for the metrics to increase and
decrease in respect to the values of the original.
CIM00053 and CIMGOO54 are both special cases because the background for
each image varies due to being outdoor shots. However, there are recognizable yet slight
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differences in the resulting values that imply a change or modification. For example,
CllvIGOO53redsquare, the mean of the red channel increases while the blue and green
channel mean decreases with respect to the original. The values for the more obvious
alterations of CIMGOO53blackouthalf and ClM60053whiteouthalf decrease and increase
respectively. The kurtosis increases for the blackout image while it decreases for the white
image. In CIMGOO54 data set, the results have a similar distribution with the most
obvious indications of altering being present in the blackout and whiteout images.
6.2 Tileimg Results
The tiled image tests provided very interesting results. By comparing neighboring
tiles, unexplainable drops or increases in values can be recognized as possible forgeries.
For example, in ClMG0O5lblackouthlaf, the first two tiles of every row have practically 0
as the mean value. Then abruptly in the next tile, the mean value jumps as high as 182.0,
indicating a major change in the concentration of higher value pixels. In the neighboring
tiles with normal mean values, the color value changes more gradually. In the data set for
CIMGOO5 1 smailcircie, in the tile where most of the circle is located it has the lowest
kurtosis at 1.45 for the entire set. However, to best capture the drastic change that is
characterized by an addition of this size, the tile sizes need to be smaller. In CIMGOO53
and CIMGOO54 data sets, where once again the sets are special cases due to the fact they
are outdoor shots with large color variations, the changes are more subtle for the added
artifacts. By comparing the neighboring tiles for ClMGO053mediumcircle, large
decreases in the tiles where the circle is contained are apparent. The addition of the red
square in ClMGoo53redsquare increases the mean and variance significantly. In the
altered regions, the mean and variance both increase in relation to the neighboring tiles. In
CIMGOO54 the changes are more apparent because the overall changes in the neighboring
tiles are not very significant, and these changes may often cover two tiles next to or
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above/below one another.
6.3 1mg grad Results
Testing the images based on the gradient provided clear indications of
modification. Taking the difference between neighboring pixels and repopulating the
results into an image revealed the additions to all modified images. In all of the test sets,
the added objects can be distinguished clearly from the gradient image. Large differences
often indicate the added artifacts. By looking at the histograms and the gradient images in
the extra information caused by the addition is visible. By simply looking at the gradient
image, it is clear to visualize where the artifact is located. The alterations appear as solid
shapes with apparent edges that can be easily distinguished from the rest of the image.
The large differences in the gradient caused by their addition can be noted in the line of
pixels that seem to outline the lower boundary of each shape. The pixel boundary can be
noticed in all of the images containing circles and squares. It is not on the blackout and
whiteout pictures because these alterations extend the full length of the image. The shapes
appear solid because the difference between the neighboring pixels that include the





From simply looking at the results, one would not see any possible
correlation between the data. However, there are distinguishing factors in each set. When
looking at the results from Analyzeimg, there are obvious numerical differences in the
results for each metric. Drastic changes in color cause large increases in the variance and
standard deviation. In the images where there were major color changes, the overall color
value (mean) is changed, significantly for the color and that same layer but not as much
for the other metrics. Yet, simply comparing results between two images does not suffice.
It cannot be determined that the images in the test set were altered, unless the original is
present.
By introducing another test, Tileimg, that solely tests the metrics for sub images,
a better understanding of changes within the image can be achieved. For example, by
looking at the individual moments for two neighboring tiles, one can easily deduce
something is wrong if the change is very steep. In all sets containing the half black out
and half white out images, sudden changes in adjacent tiles, i.e. from high pixel values to
low values and vice versa, indicate that something has happened to the picture. In less
obvious images, close attention should be paid to subtle changes. Also, if two tiles contain
copied regions, they should have an exact match. In the images where the small circle was
added, its addition lowers the overall mean of that tile and that particular tile wifi have a
noticeable difference from nearby tiles. Using tiles is a good way to determine if an image
has been altered because the moments wifi vary due to the changes in the pixels.
For 1mg_grad, there are several positive factors from the results. Calculating the
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differences in neighboring pixels acts like a low scale edge detection. It immediately picks
up the unnatural or obvious edges of the added components. This program can be used to
recognize when people have been added or removed from an image by revealing harsh and
dynamic edges that can be present in modified images. if there is no pattern within the
image, as in CIMGOO5 1, the gradient should show the discontinuities of the added
components and the gradient values of the picture that are not altered will appear
somewhat noisy. If a pattern exists, for example like the bricks in CIIvIGOO54, that pattern
can be excluded as an addition and can reveal the manipulations that do not follow that
pattern as sharp, ragged edges. All of the alterations and added components appear as
solid, filled figures that have obvious, defined edges. Unlike the natural parts of the image,
they do not totally flow with the rest of the picture and are easily identified.
The goal of these tests was to identify if a set of testable metrics existed in which
an altered image could be identified. By only looking at the moments of an overall image,
one cannot easily recognize that an image has been altered. if a particular image is taken
and cut into smaller pieces, it is easier to identify from the moments of two neighboring
tiles that some sort of alteration has taken place. Most changes in an image do not results
in sharp changes in values, If a sharp change does occur, it is reasonable to investigate that
change as a possible alteration. Based on the results of these tests, it seems best to
combine image moment tests with tiling the image to evaluate differences. Combining the
image moment tests with the gradient test of the overall image can provide valuable
insight to whether the image in question is altered. Drastic differences in the values of
neighboring tiles can reveal that some form of altering has taken place. Further
examination of the gradient image can indicate that those drastic changes have sharp or
unnatural edges that do not flow with the rest of the picture. A closer look at the image
can confirm altering if some indication has been given based on the results of the tests.
Also, if two separate tiles are too close or exactly alike in values that can indicate
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duplication. By looking at whether the tiles that were close in value or exactly alike have
the same edge pattern, duplications in an image can be detected. A better indicator would
be to use smaller sizes for the tiles and repeat the test multiple times. Taking a closer look
at the gradient test can reveal the falsified portions of the image. Spikes in the distribution
histogram of the differences of the neighboring pixel values can be possible manipulations
of the image. Overall, the results were very promising.
Digital image forensics involves the study of altering methods, studying and
identifying altered images and determining if there is a way to identify those alterations.
Image altering and manipulation is a problem that is more prevalent now than ever
because of the existence of photo editing software tools. These tools make it easy to
change the message of an image or video, whether good or bad, and it is necessary to have
an approach that can virtually eliminate the presence of this problem. Of the methods that
exist, the detection of duplicated regions and sensor pattern noise within an image are the
most critical since these two issues are the most common methods of altering. The
methods proposed by this field have many applications, such as image and video
exploitation, politics, entertainment publications and syndications, and the scientific
arena. The creation of a successful manipulation detection method capable of recognizing
forgeries without the original is necessary to be implemented in these applications. Of the
existing methods, only a few exist that can work without the original image and there is
still a need for human verification. The best resort is a combination of all proposed




The future work for digital image forensic techniques have many options.
To strengthen the current efforts, there is a need to determine a method that can recognize
additions to an image based on tiling the image, taking the moments, and examining the
gradient distribution. This should be implemented by defining a set of values that define
an altered image. The tile sizes need to be modified to determine what dimensions
generate the best results. Use of the gradient distribution for recognizing additions or
removals may be the best part of the test because as it is the gradient test can reveal the
obvious, sharp edges of altered regions. Another viable effort would be to enable the
existing tests to give a preliminary determination of whether some form of altering has
taken place. To add the functionality of suggesting if an image was altered, the existing
tests need to be updated to provide a preliminary suggestion based on some benchmark
values. The metrics have to be examined to understand if certain differences in value can
provide a good suggestion for what characterizes an altered image. Additionally, another
good effort would be the creation of an effective pattern recognition algorithm based on
the gradient image where tiles are taken and compared to one another. Pattern recognition
is important for a detection algorithm due to the fact that most duplications create a
pattern. By creating an effective pattern recognition algorithm, most manipulations can be
recognized and brought to the attention of the user. Furthermore, exploring the lighting in
suspected forgeries is another possible area of exploration. Development of an approach
to recognizing changes in lighting will require more than the approaches involving the
moments. The major goal will be to develop an algorithm that can identify the angle that
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the light source originated from in the image and also determining which light source is
the alteration. Lastly, the future for this project includes investigating applications to
video. Detecting manipulations in video will require an optimization of a successful
detection algorithm. An analysis of whether a frame by frame approach or a faster method
is best wifi have to be determined. The addition of these tests to the existing ones could
result in a effective solution to image forgeries.
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1.1 Digital Image Forensics
Digital Image Forensics is currently an area of much discussion [10]. Digital
image forensics is the investigation of different methods of image altering and
modification and the determination of ways to identify these changes. According to [2],
the goal of digital image forensics is to determine the authenticity of an image. It can be
expanded to include how an image was tampered with in the past, and finding the original
image. Image forensics rely on the availability of the original, unmodified image to
compare for changes. Presently, there are many different ways an image can be modified.
If a user is properly equipped to recognize a modification, these misuse can possibly be
prevented. Digital images forensic techniques include the study of pattern analysis,
exposure of re-sampling within images, recognizing duplication of regions within images,
cloning, identifying a lack/presence of lighting manipulation, re-touching, and other
image adjustments [5,4]. As previously mentioned, many of the existing methods require
that both the original and altered image be available to recognize any modifications.
1.2 Altering, Tampering, and Manipulation
The terms altering, manipulating, and tampering all refer to ways an image can be
changed. There are many different ways to modify an image. There is re-sampling, which
includes scaling an image up or down, rotating on any axis or to any degree, or stretching
an image. Re-sampling often disrupts the original correlation in an image and there are
methods to detect a new correlation [1]. Retouching often involves erasing the pattern that
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naturally exists in an image’s color filter array (CFA) [5,41. Retouching examples include
contrast adjustments, sharpening, blurring, smoothing, spot touch ups, etc. Another form
of digital doctoring is cloning. Cloning involves duplicating an existing region of an
image and pasting it elsewhere in the image. To intensify a scene involving a bombing
during the Lebanese-Israeli conflict, photographer Adnan Hajj duplicated regions
including a cloud of smoke within the image to expand the cloud [3]. Cloning and
duplication also can be used to remove people and things from an image. In [11], regions
of grassy area were used to remove a trashcan in one image and an entire person in
another. Manipulating lighting effects is another way that forgeries are created. By being
observant of where the shadows are placed, forgeries can be easily picked out. A shadow
can be easily added to disguise an addition to the image. Replacing or cutting things or
people out of pictures are done by splicing. A person or thing that was not originally in an
image could be added to replace something else. Quite often, one or more combinations
of these methods are used to create a digital forgery.
1.3 Applications
Digital image forensics has many different applications. Using the tools provided
by the different detection techniques, digital image forensics has the ability to minimize
the exploitation of images and videos globally. Specific known applications include use in
verifying evidence in law enforcement and verifying images within entertainment
mediums [11,51. For example, questionable evidence can be verified by knowing the
methods used to obtain it. False images could have been previously exposed through the
use of the budding image forensic techniques, such as those cover images from
well-known magazines displayed in [5,3]. Early detection would have saved the
publications money as well as embarrassment. Image forgeries have been used in many
arenas, including politics, and catching these forgeries could have prevented many
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character assassinations from taking place and could have possibly changed the outcome
of the elections. Additional possible applications for digital image forensic techniques
include being able to detect fake identification cards with use in identity theft, and reduce
the presence of image and video exploitation cases. Using digital image forensics can help
reduce image and video exploitation cases by determining which images are real,
computer-generated or altered. The origin could possibly be determined by comparing the
images to other images, i.e. web images. These applications have viable standing and
support furthering research in this area. Using digital image forensics can impact many
areas of everyday life.
1.4 Overview
This document will cover several topics in relation to the exploration of Digital
Forensics. Covered topics include the background in Chapter 2 which will cover the
existing works in the field and the proposed preventive methods for forgeries. Following
that in Chapter 3 different image processing techniques are discussed. Image moments,
the Fourier Transform, and Principal Component Analysis are popular methods that reveal
important information about an image. Chapter 4 covers the methodology and approach to
the project, followed by the results of the experiment in Chapter 5. The analysis of the
results are in Chapter 6. Chapter 7 reveals the conclusion and Chapter 8 proposes future




The study of digital image forensics became popular within the last decade.
The prevalence of technical media to alter images has caused an overwhelming presence
of false images, primarily in the media. The existence of image forgeries and alterations
have been in existence for far longer. For example, the famous portrait of President
Abraham Lincoln was a forgery: it was the combination of Lincoln’s head and the body of
well-known Southern political figure John Calhoun [4). It is easier and more likely to be
done now than before thanks to digital image processing software. Many renown
photographers have lost their jobs as of late because of images they have falsified for
publishing. Because there are budding techniques that can discover these forgeries, the
embarrassment caused by using such an image can be eradicated if they are used before
the image is published.
There are many methods of “doctoring”-altering and manipulating- that are
commonly being used. These tools often can change the intensity of a message in an
image, or change the meaning of the image altogether. By employing the use of the
different proposed techniques many of these methods that exist can lose their zeal and
may no longer be used. The use of these doctoring techniques prompts for a proven
method of image authentication. In subsequent sections, specific techniques of detection
and preventative methods for image forgeries are introduced.
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2.1 Existing Detection Techniques
There are currently several different techniques being tested to be used in digital
image forensics. The different methods are used to detect a single, specific form of
doctoring. Authors Farid and Popescu propose two methods for detecting forgeries: one
for re-sampling and another for detecting duplication within images. The re-sampling
detection method converts an image using three steps: up-sampling, interpolation, and
down-sampling [12]. Re-sampling produces correlations that occur periodically and the
up/down-sampling can display those correlation to identify that some form of re-sampling
has occurred [12]. This method does not reveal as much as other methods. The
duplication of regions can be detected through the use of a method produced by Popescu
and Farid. Ignoring noise and JPEG compression, this method uses PCA applied to small
image blocks and sorts them to compare for similarities [11]. This is a more common type
of altering. Luká~, Fridrich, and Goijan propose a method to detect forgeries based on the
pattern noise produced by the particular camera that the image was taken on. Digital
cameras produce pattern noise when generating an image [13]. Identify a presence or lack
of noise can be used to detect a forgery [13]. The pattern noise generated by camera
images is used to distinguish between natural camera images and computer generated
images in the method presented by Dehnie, Sencar and Memon. Once again, detecting if
there is noise at all pennits the elimination of computer-generated images from the real
images [2]. Fridrich, Soukal, and Luká~ propose a method to detect duplication, referred
to as copy-move forgery in images. Copy-move forgeries produce correlations between
the original part of the image and the copied part. Picking up on those correlations can
detect a copy-move forgery [6]. This particular technique went further to test a real-life
case that does not have an original to test against. In a typical case, the image’s original
will not be known. All of these techniques promote detecting forgeries with the existence
of an original to test against.
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2.2 Steganography and Watermarking
Steganography is the class of authentication tools that protect the integrity of an
image. Steganography includes watermarking-fragile, semi-fragile and robust
watermarks, and self-embedding [8]. Steganographic tools help protect the image by
instilling the ability to detect changes in an image. The changes are detected by checking
the watermark for a modification and determining if a change occurred with the
self-embedding method. The embedding methods include embedding check-sums in the
least significant bit, and embedding rn-sequences in an image for tamper detection [7].
Use of watermarking and steganography as a preventive and alternative method for
image forgeries has been widely proposed. In [8], the author supports the use of
watermarks by providing four possible methods that this can be done. Using fragile and
semi-fragile watermarks can provide detection for tampering by observing changes or
disruptions in the watermark itself. The fragile watermark scheme cannot detect major
changes. It works by encrypting the seven most significant bits, hashing the result, and
inserting them into the least significant bits [81. Semi-fragile watermarks are more robust
and less susceptible to changes from caused by modifying the pixels. It can be used to
detect more intricate changes like additions and removals [8]. A method proposed by the
author involves the use of a watermark in which the image is divided into blocks and the
watermark applied to each resulting block. This watermark is considered to be a robust
watermark and is used to detect that an image has been processed. Additionally, another
method is proposed to encompass both types of watermarking: the fragile watermark’s
ability to detect the specific location of a change and the semi-fragile/robust watermark’s
ability to detect intricate changes [8]. Another method currently being used is the practice
of embedding the image within itself, or self-embedding. Possible combination of
watermarking and digital image forensic techniques would ensure doctoring detection.
Use of those different watermarking techniques can be used to help prevent the altering
6




This chapter introduces several popular image processing techniques that
are currently being used to process information within an image. These techniques are
beneficial for determining many factors about an image. Discussed below are image
moments, the Fourier Transform, and Principal Component Analysis.
3.1 Image Moments
Moments used here refers to weighted averages of the intensities of pixels in an
image [15]. The moments equate to different, but very import statistical values. There are
many different types of moments that are used to measure different things about an image.
There are raw moments, central moments, scale invariant moments, and rotation invariant
moments [15]. Raw moments are important for getting simple image properties [15].
Examples of the values obtained using raw moments include the area of a binary image
and the centroid. Central moments are commonly used to extract data from images.
Unaffected by translation, central moments are important for obtaining information about
the orientation of the image [15, 9]. Scale invariant moments are not affected by scaling
and translation [15]. This is valuable for checking a set of images against the proposed
original [9]. This could be useful when used on sections of an image where splicing and
duplication have occurred. Rotation invariant moments promote the discovery of images
affected by either translation, scaling or rotation [15]. Using moments as an analysis tool
can be very instrumental. The moments provide insight into how images are changed and
key factors that help to identify a change.
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3.2 Fourier Transform
The Fourier Transform is a popular method used in image processing. The Fourier
Transform is used to transform the image into its sine and cosine components in the
frequency domain [5]. The results show the different frequencies of the image. The
Discrete Fourier Transform is an instance of the Fourier Transform that only takes a subset
of the frequencies that are significant enough to describe the spatial domain image [5].
The number of frequencies in the Fourier Transform directly corresponds to the total
number of pixels in the spatial image [5]. The magnitude of the Fourier Transform is the
part that contains most of the information about the spatial image, so it is very important
to keep. Both the phase and magnitude or real and imaginary components are needed to
reconstruct the original image [5]. The Fourier Transform can be used for analyzing the
geometric structure of the image [5]. This relies on the fact that the Fourier Transform is
based on the frequencies within the image which decompose into the sine and cosine
components of each frequencies. Important features in the transformed image include the
DC value, which is the image mean and the values corresponding to the most intense
frequencies in the image. The DC value is the strongest (meaning most intense) and
largest part of the image [5]. The image mean is based on the values in the pixel
distribution. The distribution of the values (white area) in the Fourier Transform show the
distribution of frequencies around the image. The low values are around the intersection
of x and y axis; the higher frequencies are further away [5]. The Fourier Transform, when
used on an image for analysis, can provide data for determining the frequency distribution.
It can be applied on a low scale to regions of an image to detect certain types of image
manipulation.
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3.3 Principal Component Analysis
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is a method for analysis used in many fields.
PCA is based upon applied linear analysis; it helps to simplify a set of data into groups
that can be understood and other valuable information can be further extracted. PCA is an
analysis method that does not have a clear definition of how it works on each set of data
[14]. The PCA method has the primary goal of establishing the most important basis to
express the existing data set without the burden of noise [14]. To get to that basis, a
preliminary (naive) basis is determined. With images, that basis can be tailored to the
problem, for instance, duplication. The PCA must be able to filter out unnecessary noise
to reveal the hidden structure of the image [14]. In images, PCA would be responsible, on
a low scale, for filtering the noise produced by the camera or that occurred during
generation [14]. After establishing the naive basis, the focus is redefined to express that
naive basis as a linear combination in order to display the data set. After converting the
basis to a linear expression, the three main problems in the data set are addressed. Noise,
redundancy, and rotation often cause additional issues within the data set [14]. Eliminating
these three issues helps the user achieve that goal because there will then exist a set of data
free from confusion [14]. The signal to noise ratio (SNR) of the data is taken to determine
if noise affects the data and a new basis must be taken based on the direction (rotation) of
which the variance and SNR are greatest [14]. Redundancy is a problem because in this
case the data is repetitive and maps more than one value to a single value. It can be
eliminated by recording a single response to a location in order to better express the data
set [14]. The covariance matrix details whether a data set has high or low redundancy. A
major goal of PCA is to minimize redundancy via covariance and maximize the data’s
signal via variance. The PCA algorithm is commonly implemented using Eigenvectors.
The steps to implementing PCA are to linearize the data, eliminate noise, minimize
redundancy, and maximize the signal of the data to get a set of data to be analyzed. From
10




The goal for this project is to determine if there exists a set of testable
metrics that can declare that a particular image has been altered. There are methods that
exist currently to detect only certain types of altering; their restriction is that the original,
unaltered image must be present or available. The challenge is to identify whether these
metrics can be used alone to recognize an altered image without the original present.
In this experiment, it seemed best to test a variety of metrics and identify their
importance in each data set. As a form of control, the original image was modified and is
included in each test set. There are four test sets consisting of two indoor and two outdoor
images along with the eight modified images. The metrics were analyzed and various
combinations of the metrics were explored to determine if there is a way to detect altered
images from this group.
To begin, the four test images were acquired. Two of the images were portrait
shots against a solid colored background. The remaining two images were outdoor portrait
shots. The images were altered using The Gimp Photo Editing toolkit. Each image was
altered eight times and included blacking out half of the image, whiting out half of the
image, adding gradual black circles (small, medium, large), and adding either red, blue, or
green squares to the image. By performing a variety of alterations to the test images, a
better analysis of the importance and relevance of the selected metrics can be recognized.
After altering the images, a set of tests were developed that could reveal obvious
modifications. These tests include finding the average color value or mean of each layer,
finding the standard deviation, finding the variance, identifying the skewness, and
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obtaining the kurtosis of each image. Additionally, further sub-testing of the individual
images in the test sets were applied in hopes of revealing some form of altering. Tiling the
image into smaller images and taking the moments for each tile were also performed on
each test set to see if altering could be detected. Lastly, identifying differences in the
gradient histogram of the image was performed to look for altering. The average color
value of the image layer should reveal how light or dark the image is, as well as roughly
how much of a color range is in that image. If a foreign object was added, the distribution
of the colors will affect the overall color value. The standard deviation and variance reveal
how much the actual pixels tend to vary from the average color. This can indicate altering
if the standard deviation/variance is very high or very low. The variance curve is based on
the Gaussian distribution and how sharp the curve may or may not be. Identifying
differences in the skewness and kurtosis of an image can reveal if an image was altered by
re-sampling—rotating, scaling, etc. The skewness refers to the distribution of the pixels. If
a value is skewed to the right, i.e. positive or skewed to the left, i.e. negative, it can
indicate how the intensity of light and dark pixels. The kurtosis reveals the peakedness of
the distribution; it can show whether are many different peaks in the distribution of pixels
in the image. The image tiling tests are to identify whether a portion of a particular image
was copied and repasted or whether the values in that image are close in value or
drastically different. If the values are very different it is possible that something may have
been added to the image. If the values are very close or exactly the same it is possible that
a part of the image was duplicated. Lastly, the image gradient test is synonymous to a low
level edge detection. Using this test can reveal additions and duplications. The added
region will appear solid with a change in color around it where the pixels change back to
the original. This test displays the result of the comparison along with a histogram of the
distribution. If the histogram shows sharp increases where there should not be an increase,




This chapter includes the data from all conducted tests. First are the images
that were tested followed by the results of Analyzeimg.m. Next, the results and graphs
from the Tileimg.m test. Lastly, the histograms from the gradient tests as well as the
gradient images that resulted from the test.
Figure 5.1: Original image CIMGOO5 1 and altered images, CIMGOO5 1 black out half,white
out half, and small circle
H
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Figure 5.2: Medium circle, large circle, red square, and blue square altered images.




Image Mean-Li Mean-L2 Mean-L3 Std. Dev. Variance Skewness Kurtosis
Original 170.900905 167.147865 152.171882 53.155338 2825.490003 -1.799264 4.756703
Half Black Out 80.5079850 78.4722950 71.2394920 86.733398 7522.682405 0.368219 1.227379
Half White Out 218.133910 216.406406 208.65 1403 52.034266 2707.564878 -1.723887 6.520252
Small Circle 170.685417 166.933268 151.972373 53.401848 2851.757413 -1.792070 4.729320
Medium Circle 169.543757 165.796689 150.916172 54.721811 2994.476567 -1.754787 4.586535
Large Circle 157.920003 154.220866 140.151058 65.893696 4341.979227 -1.360090 3.199659
Red Square 173.461800 157.863040 144.378825 60.228467 3627.468203 -1.477195 3.820825
Blue Square 163.813255 157.863040 155.425710 59.246883 3510.193093 -1.468921 3.822387
Green Square 162.927640 166.299691 144.705104 57.713201 3330.813563 -1.541411 3.755539
Table 5.1: Results From Analyzeimg on CIMG0051 set
Image Mean-Li Mean-L2 Mean-L3 StdDev Variance Skewness Kurtosis
Original 120.746781 73.479310 65.239681 59.586169 3550.511502 0.387513 1.592148
Half Black Out 57.699870 31.684655 27.979251 55.288545 3056.823164 1.326971 3.386525
Half White Out 190.734531 169.569762 165.048294 91.504282 8373.033680 -0.584353 1.704696
Small Circle 120.632217 73.431077 65.196976 59.625117 3555.154603 0.387670 1.593006
Medium Circle 118.861501 72.705120 64.560296 60.230982 3627.771227 0.389359 1.605387
Large Circle 111.220117 69.548473 61.946191 62.748949 3937.430562 0.408786 1.638267
Red Square 126.435960 70.901797 63.868545 64.086969 4107.139652 0.511506 1.986272
Blue Square 116.651976 70.901797 75.070498 63.685197 4055.804310 0.515443 2.001674
Green Square 115.753929 79.456875 64.199404 60.997565 3720.702979 0.389949 1.557035
Table 5.2: Results From Analyzelmg on CIMGOO52 set
Image Mean-Li Mean-L2 Mean-L3 StdDev Variance Skewness Kurtosis
Original 112.514225 103.815313 66.686891 66.771197 4458.392775 0.731628 2.511231
Half Black Out 57.734743 52.258392 34.620592 65.597197 4302.992279 1.323229 3.785665
Half White Out 182.279447 179.056885 159.566263 95.368691 9095.187274 -0.542404 1.554127
Small Circle 112.337542 103.651527 66.621426 66.886822 4473.847002 0.728690 2.507389
Medium Circle 111.095671 102.528548 65.967839 67.538025 4561.384773 0.716232 2.496634
Large Circle 108.139541 99.698906 63.814733 68.246811 4657.627162 0.723920 2.546884
Red Square 116.203132 101.950365 65.880231 68.502973 4692.657340 0.728961 2.497723
Blue Square 111.571911 101.950365 71.182643 68.300870 4665.008800 0.733796 2.507519
Green Square 111.146823 105.999886 66.036842 67.187356 4514.140757 0.716441 2.463075
Table 5.3: Results From AnalyzeJmg on CIMG0053 set
Image Mean-Ll Mean-L2 Mean-L3 StdDev Variance Skewness Kurtosis
Original 100.380550 102.628021 102.894577 58.232851 3391.064882 0.963087 3.533572
Half Black Out 51.232617 51.817373 50.612904 64.667853 4181.931163 1.245943 4.026666
Half White Out 176.647933 178.310648 179.781673 87.883824 7723.566483 -0.484501 1.550410
Small Circle 100.188939 102.484030 102.750023 58.351364 3404.881642 0.957703 3.528315
Medium Circle 99.216468 101.757793 102.100635 58.651903 3440.045779 0.946167 3.538092
Large Circle 94.733975 98.203949 98.666484 60.512668 3661.782991 0.891466 3.515358
Red Square 102.278151 99.997949 100.793226 60.127449 3615.310150 0.961417 3.502848
Blue Square 98.019557 99.997949 105.669007 59.893899 3587.279120 0.975911 3.523219
Green Square 97.628672 103.721647 100.937236 58.774739 3454.469911 0.963308 3.501581








Figure 5.4: These are the histograms of CIMGOO51 images. By looking at the pixel dis
tributions, one can easily note the changes indicated in the results of the Analyzeimg test.
For example, in the second graph, there is a peak at 0, indicating a large amount of black
pixels. In the third graph, there is a spike around 255 revealing the whiteout part.
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Figure 5.5: This is the result of tiling on CIMGOO5lblackouthalf. Each tile produces the
mean, variance, skewness, and kurtosis. By comparing neighboring tiles, major changes in
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Figure 5.6: Results from the 1mg_Grad test on CIMGOO51 images. The graphs are the
histogram of the differences in the histogram. The scale is converted to the logarithmic
scale for easy viewing. The second image was the blackouthalf and is indicated by the high
differences in the histogram.
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Figure 5.7: Results from the 1mg_Grad test on C1MGOO51 images. The distribution for the
whitehalf has more peaks that indicate differences between the original and this histogram.
The differences are less obvious for the smallcircle histogram but there are peaks that do
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Figure 5.8: Results from the 1mg_Grad test on CIMGOO52 images. The mediumcircle
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Figure 5.9: Results from the 1mg_Grad test on CIMGOO52 images. The histogram of the
large circle is steeper than that of the original. The large presence of black pixels changes
the distribution and skews it. The addition of the red square to the red background makes
little change so it does not have a noticeable effect on the histogram. However, it is more
easily seen in the image of the gradient.
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Figure 5.10: Results from the 1mg_Grad test on C1MGOO53 images. The histogram for the
bluesquare image is a little different from the original. However, it is more easily viewed












Figure 5.11: Results from the 1mg_Grad test on CIMGOO53 images. The histograms indi


















Figure 5.12: Results from the 1mg_Grad test on CIMGOO54 images. The histogram for the
blackouthaif image is steeper than the original. The blackout portion can be viewed on the
gradient.
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Figure 5.13: Results from the 1mg_Grad test on CIMGOO54 images. The histograms for
these altered images vary slightly from the original. The largecircie image histogram has
a steeper initial curve. The bluesquare image has a little more data at the end of the curve.












In comparing CTMGOO5 1 to each of its modified counterparts, there are some
apparent differences in the values. For example, the mean tests for
CIMGOO5lblackouthalf generate approximately 80.5, 78.5, and 71.2 for each of the
respective color channels whereas the same tests for the original image generate around
170.9, 167.5, and 152.2. The results for another altered image in that set,
CIMGOO5 lredsquare, does not differ much in its overall mean values from the original
except for a slight change in the red channel. However, its variance, skewness, and
kurtosis are all noticeably higher than that of the original with 3627.5, -1.48, and 3.82,
respectively.
In image CIMGOO52 data set, the differences are easier to observe with the
exception of CllvIGOO52smallcircle. ClMG0052whiteouthalf differs from the original
with 190.7 for the red channel mean, 169.6 for the green channel’s mean and 165.0 for the
blue channel’s mean. The variance is 8373.0, the skewness is -0.584 and the kurtosis is
1.704696. The original has markedly lower values for the mean, variance, and kurtosis.
Less obvious are the differences in value for CIMGOO5 1 smallcircle. The addition of the
circle does not provide enough of a change in value to stand out. Adding the squares,
especially the blue and green squares, causes the values for the metrics to increase and
decrease in respect to the values of the original.
CIMGOO53 and CIMGOO54 are both special cases because the background for
each image varies due to being outdoor shots. However, there are recognizable yet slight
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differences in the resulting values that imply a change or modification. For example,
ClMGO053redsquare, the mean of the red channel increases while the blue and green
channel mean decreases with respect to the original. The values for the more obvious
alterations of CllvlGOO53blackouthalf and ClM00053whiteouthalf decrease and increase
respectively. The kurtosis increases for the blackout image while it decreases for the white
image. In CIMGOO54 data set, the results have a similar distribution with the most
obvious indications of altering being present in the blackout and whiteout images.
6.2 Tileimg Results
The tiled image tests provided very interesting results. By comparing neighboring
tiles, unexplainable drops or increases in values can be recognized as possible forgeries.
For example, in CIMGOO5 lblackouthlaf, the first two tiles of every row have practically 0
as the mean value. Then abruptly in the next tile, the mean value jumps as high as 182.0,
indicating a major change in the concentration of higher value pixels. In the neighboring
tiles with normal mean values, the color value changes more gradually. In the data set for
CIMGOO5 1 smallcircle, in the tile where most of the circle is located it has the lowest
kurtosis at 1.45 for the entire set. However, to best capture the drastic change that is
characterized by an addition of this size, the tile sizes need to be smaller. In CIMGOO53
and CIMGOO54 data sets, where once again the sets are special cases due to the fact they
are outdoor shots with large color variations, the changes are more subtle for the added
artifacts. By comparing the neighboring tiles for ClMGO053mediumcircle, large
decreases in the tiles where the circle is contained are apparent. The addition of the red
square in CllvlGoo53redsquare increases the mean and variance significantly. In the
altered regions, the mean and variance both increase in relation to the neighboring tiles. In
CIMGOO54 the changes are more apparent because the overall changes in the neighboring




Testing the images based on the gradient provided clear indications of
modification. Taking the difference between neighboring pixels and repopulating the
results into an image revealed the additions to all modified images. In all of the test sets,
the added objects can be distinguished clearly from the gradient image. Large differences
often indicate the added artifacts. By looking at the histograms and the gradient images in
the extra information caused by the addition is visible. By simply looking at the gradient
image, it is clear to visualize where the artifact is located. The alterations appear as solid
shapes with apparent edges that can be easily distinguished from the rest of the image.
The large differences in the gradient caused by their addition can be noted in the line of
pixels that seem to outline the lower boundary of each shape. The pixel boundary can be
noticed in all of the images containing circles and squares. It is not on the blackout and
whiteout pictures because these alterations extend the full length of the image. The shapes
appear solid because the difference between the neighboring pixels that include the





From simply looking at the results, one would not see any possible
correlation between the data. However, there are distinguishing factors in each set. When
looking at the results from Analyzeimg, there are obvious numerical differences in the
results for each metric. Drastic changes in color cause large increases in the variance and
standard deviation. In the images where there were major color changes, the overall color
value (mean) is changed, significantly for the color and that same layer but not as much
for the other metrics. Yet, simply comparing results between two images does not suffice.
It cannot be determined that the images in the test set were altered, unless the original is
present.
By introducing another test, Tileimg, that solely tests the metrics for sub images,
a better understanding of changes within the image can be achieved. For example, by
looking at the individual moments for two neighboring tiles, one can easily deduce
something is wrong if the change is very steep. In all sets containing the half black out
and half white out images, sudden changes in adjacent tiles, i.e. from high pixel values to
low values and vice versa, indicate that something has happened to the picture. In less
obvious images, close attention should be paid to subtle changes. Also, if two tiles contain
copied regions, they should have an exact match. In the images where the small circle was
added, its addition lowers the overall mean of that tile and that particular tile wifi have a
noticeable difference from nearby tiles. Using tiles is a good way to determine if an image
has been altered because the moments wifi vary due to the changes in the pixels.
For ling_grad, there are several positive factors from the results. Calculating the
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differences in neighboring pixels acts like a low scale edge detection. It immediately picks
up the unnatural or obvious edges of the added components. This program can be used to
recognize when people have been added or removed from an image by revealing harsh and
dynamic edges that can be present in modified images. if there is no pattern within the
image, as in CI~MGOO5 1, the gradient should show the discontinuities of the added
components and the gradient values of the picture that are not altered will appear
somewhat noisy. if a pattern exists, for example like the bricks in CIMGOO54, that pattern
can be excluded as an addition and can reveal the manipulations that do not follow that
pattern as sharp, ragged edges. All of the alterations and added components appear as
solid, filled figures that have obvious, defined edges. Unlike the natural parts of the image,
they do not totally flow with the rest of the picture and are easily identified.
The goal of these tests was to identify if a set of testable metrics existed in which
an altered image could be identified. By only looking at the moments of an overall image,
one cannot easily recognize that an image has been altered. If a particular image is taken
and cut into smaller pieces, it is easier to identify from the moments of two neighboring
tiles that some sort of alteration has taken place. Most changes in an image do not results
in sharp changes in values, if a sharp change does occur, it is reasonable to investigate that
change as a possible alteration. Based on the results of these tests, it seems best to
combine image moment tests with tiling the image to evaluate differences. Combining the
image moment tests with the gradient test of the overall image can provide valuable
insight to whether the image in question is altered. Drastic differences in the values of
neighboring tiles can reveal that some form of altering has taken place. Further
examination of the gradient image can indicate that those drastic changes have sharp or
unnatural edges that do not flow with the rest of the picture. A closer look at the image
can confirm altering if some indication has been given based on the results of the tests.
Also, if two separate tiles are too close or exactly alike in values that can indicate
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duplication. By looking at whether the tiles that were close in value or exactly alike have
the same edge pattern, duplications in an image can be detected. A better indicator would
be to use smaller sizes for the tiles and repeat the test multiple times. Taking a closer look
at the gradient test can reveal the falsified portions of the image. Spikes in the distribution
histogram of the differences of the neighboring pixel values can be possible manipulations
of the image. Overall, the results were very promising.
Digital image forensics involves the study of altering methods, studying and
identifying altered images and determining if there is a way to identify those alterations.
Image altering and manipulation is a problem that is more prevalent now than ever
because of the existence of photo editing software tools. These tools make it easy to
change the message of an image or video, whether good or bad, and it is necessary to have
an approach that can virtually eliminate the presence of this problem. Of the methods that
exist, the detection of duplicated regions and sensor pattern noise within an image are the
most critical since these two issues are the most common methods of altering. The
methods proposed by this field have many applications, such as image and video
exploitation, politics, entertainment publications and syndications, and the scientific
arena. The creation of a successful manipulation detection method capable of recognizing
forgeries without the original is necessary to be implemented in these applications. Of the
existing methods, only a few exist that can work without the original image and there is
still a need for human verification. The best resort is a combination of all proposed




The future work for digital image forensic techniques have many options.
To strengthen the current efforts, there is a need to determine a method that can recognize
additions to an image based on tiling the image, taking the moments, and examining the
gradient distribution. This should be implemented by defining a set of values that define
an altered image. The tile sizes need to be modified to determine what dimensions
generate the best results. Use of the gradient distribution for recognizing additions or
removals may be the best part of the test because as it is the gradient test can reveal the
obvious, sharp edges of altered regions. Another viable effort would be to enable the
existing tests to give a preliminary determination of whether some form of altering has
taken place. To add the functionality of suggesting if an image was altered, the existing
tests need to be updated to provide a preliminary suggestion based on some benchmark
values. The metrics have to be examined to understand if certain differences in value can
provide a good suggestion for what characterizes an altered image. Additionally, another
good effort would be the creation of an effective pattern recognition algorithm based on
the gradient image where tiles are taken and compared to one another. Pattern recognition
is important for a detection algorithm due to the fact that most duplications create a
pattern. By creating an effective pattern recognition algorithm, most manipulations can be
recognized and brought to the attention of the user. Furthermore, exploring the lighting in
suspected forgeries is another possible area of exploration. Development of an approach
to recognizing changes in lighting wifi require more than the approaches involving the
moments. The major goal will be to develop an algorithm that can identify the angle that
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the light source originated from in the image and also determining which light source is
the alteration. Lastly, the future for this project includes investigating applications to
video. Detecting manipulations in video wifi require an optimization of a successful
detection algorithm. An analysis of whether a frame by frame approach or a faster method
is best will have to be determined. The addition of these tests to the existing ones could
result in a effective solution to image forgeries.
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